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THE GOOD STUFF
Compiled by Todd Mrowice

If the Boot Fits...
PUMA’s Ignite genre of shoe has become one of 
the most popular in the game. Their new Fasten8 
Disc integrated webbing straps for a secure 
fit. A Flat-Knit Mesh structure and PWRFrame 
TPU overlay make this shoe breathable with a 
one-year waterproof warranty. Also 
available in a standard lace option 
and in six colorways. 
$120 
cobragolf.com

The Numbers Don’t Lie
Everything is better in a bundle! Arccos 

Caddie is the uber intelligent AI platform that 
provides users with shot tracking, a slew of 

analytics, club averages, a GPS 
rangefinder, and shot advice 

on any hole in the world. 
Arccos Caddie Link allows 
users to untether from their 

phones while still obtaining 
all of these great stats. Arccos 

users average 4.2 strokes 
gained in their first year!

$179.99 
arccosgolf.com

One Size Fits None
Did you buy your suit from the rack? Didn’t think so. Edel 

brings truly custom-fit wedges to consumers with the new SMS 
wedges which feature three interchangeable weights to finely 
tune to your swing. Available in four grind options and seven 
lofts, these wedges are carved from Japanese 1025 carbon 

steel and feature full face grooves for optimum spin. 
$199.99 

edelgolf.com

Sweet Like Honey
The Queen B series from Bettinardi is a staple, and the B6 model is the 

perfect marriage of blade and mallet. This re-engineered classic is turning 
heads in an all-new Rose Gold 

PVD finish with a thinner topline 
and softened round edges on 

the toe and heel. A single-
bend shaft provides an easier 
and precise setup at address. 

The 2021 Queen B lineup 
offers four models in total. 

$400 
bettinardi.com

You Better Lock 
it Up!
Time to ditch the 
“popstroke” and 
lock up those 
wrists with the 
new WristLock 
putter grip from 
SuperStroke. 
Engineered to 
eliminate any 
unwanted motion 
in your putting 
stroke, this handle 
will get you on the 
right track for a 
more consistent and 
controlled time on 
the green. Includes 
SuperStroke 
patented No Taper 
Technology for 
even grip pressure 
in both hands. 
Available in green, 
orange, or black.
$29.99
superstrokeusa.com

Here’s to Whiskey…
In the Bobby Jones Clover Whiskey 
Collection, great whiskey meets one 
of the GOATs. These single barrel, 

straight whiskeys are distilled 
with excellence and integrity. 
Much like Jones himself. 
Available in straight bourbon, 
straight rye, and Tennessee 
straight bourbon, these small 
batches range from 90 to 92 
proof and lend themselves to 
all palettes.
$50 to $70
thecloverwhiskey.com
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